This paper reviews the formulation and application of optimization techniques based on control theory for aerodynamic shape design in both inviscid and viscous compressible ow. The theory is applied to a system de ned by the partial di erential equations of the ow, with the boundary shape acting as the control. The Frechet derivative of the cost function is determined via the solution of an adjoint partial di erential equation, and the boundary shape is then modi ed in a direction of descent. This process is repeated until an optimum solution is approached. Each design cycle requires the numerical solution of both the ow and the adjoint equations, leading to a computational cost roughly equal to the cost of two o w solutions. Representative results are presented for viscous optimization of transonic wing-body combinations and inviscid optimization of complex con gurations.
Introduction
The de nition of the aerodynamic shapes of modern aircraft relies heavily on computational simulation to enable the rapid evaluation of many alternative designs. Wind tunnel testing is then used to con rm the performance of designs that have been identi ed by simulation as promising to meet the performance goals. In the case of wing design and propulsion system integration, several complete cycles of computational analysis followed by testing of a preferred design may b e u s e d i n t h e e v olution of the nal con guration. Wind tunnel testing also plays a crucial role in the development of the detailed loads needed to complete the structural design, and in gathering data throughout the ight envelope for the design and veri cation of the stability and control system. The use of computational simulation to scan many alternative designs has AIAA Fellow, T. V. Jones Professor of Engineering y AIAA Member, Assistant Professor proved extremely valuable in practice, but it still su ers the limitation that it does not guarantee the identi cation of the best possible design. Generally one has to accept the best so far by a given cuto date in the program schedule. To ensure the realization of the true best design, the ultimate goal of computational simulation methods should not just be the analysis of prescribed shapes, but the automatic determination of the true optimum shape for the intended application. This is the underlying motivation for the combination of computational uid dynamics with numerical optimization methods. Some of the earliest studies of such an approach w ere made by H i c ks and Henne 1, 2]. The principal obstacle was the large computational cost of determining the sensitivity of the cost function to variations of the design parameters by repeated calculation of the ow. Another way to approach the problem is to formulate aerodynamic shape design within the framework of the mathematical theory for the control of systems governed by partial di erential equations 3] . In this view the wing is regarded as a device to produce lift by controlling the ow, and its design is regarded as a problem in the optimal control of the ow equations by c hanging the shape of the boundary. If the boundary shape is regarded as arbitrary within some requirements of smoothness, then the full generality of shapes cannot be de ned with a nite number of parameters, and one must use the concept of the Frechet derivative of the cost with respect to a function. Clearly such a derivative cannot be determined directly by separate variation of each design parameter, because there are now a n in nite number of these.
Using techniques of control theory, h o wever, the gradient can be determined indirectly by solving an adjoint equation which has coe cients determined by the solution of the ow equations. This directly corresponds to the gradient t e c hnique for trajectory optimization pioneered by Bryson 4] . The cost of solving the adjoint equation is comparable to the cost of solving the ow equations, with the conse-quence that the gradient with respect to an arbitrarily large number of parameters can be calculated with roughly the same computational cost as two o w solutions. Once the gradient has been calculated, a descent method can be used to determine a shape change which will make an improvement i n the design. The gradient can then be recalculated, and the whole process can be repeated until the design converges to an optimum solution, usually within 50 to 100 cycles. The fast calculation of the gradients makes optimization computationally feasible even for designs in three-dimensional viscous ow. There is a possibility that the descent method could converge to a local minimum rather than the global optimum solution. In practice this has not proved a di culty, p r o vided care is taken in the choice of a cost function which properly reects the design requirements. Conceptually, with this approach the problem is viewed as in nitely dimensional, with the control being the shape of the bounding surface. Eventually the equations must be discretized for a numerical implementation of the method. For this purpose the ow and adjoint equations may either be separately discretized from their representations as di erential equations, or, alternatively, t h e o w equations may be discretized rst, and the discrete adjoint equations then derived directly from the discrete ow equations.
The e ectiveness of optimization as a tool for aerodynamic design also depends crucially on the proper choice of cost functions and constraints. One popular approach is to de ne a target pressure distribution, and then solve t h e i n verse problem of nding the shape that will produce that pressure distribution. Since such a shape does not necessarily exist, direct inverse methods may be ill-posed. This di culty i s r e m o ved by reformulating the inverse problem as an optimization problem, in which the deviation between the target and the actual pressure distribution is to be minimized according to a suitable measure such as the surface integral I = 1 2 Z (p ; p T ) 2 dS where p and p T are the actual and target pressures. This still leaves the de nition of an appropriate pressure architecture to the designer. One may prefer to directly improve suitable performance parameters, for example, to minimize the drag at a given lift and Mach n umber. In this case it is important t o i n troduce appropriate constraints. For example, if the span is not xed the vo r t e x d r a g c a n be made arbitrarily small by su ciently increasing the span. In practice, a useful approach i s t o x t h e planform, and optimize the wing sections subject to constraints on minimum thickness.
Studies of the use of control theory for optimum shape design of systems governed by elliptic equations were initiated by Pironneau 5] . The control theory approach to optimal aerodynamic design was rst applied to transonic ow b y Jameson 6, 7 , 8 , 9 , 1 0 , 1 1 ] . He formulated the method for inviscid compressible ows with shock w aves governed by both the potential ow and the Euler equations 7] . Numerical results showing the method to be extremely e ective for the design of airfoils in transonic potential ow w ere presented in 12] , and for three-dimensional wing design using the Euler equations in 13]. More recently the method has been employed for the shape design of complex aircraft con gurations 14, 1 5 ] , using a grid perturbation approach to accommodate the geometry modi cations. The method has been used to support the aerodynamic design studies of several industrial projects, including the Beech Premier and the McDonnell Douglas MDXX and Blended Wing-Body projects. The application to the MDXX is described in 9]. The experience gained in these industrial applications made it clear that the viscous e ects cannot be ignored in transonic wing design, and the method has therefore been extended to treat the Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes equations 11]. Adjoint methods have also been the subject of studies by a n umber of other authors, including Baysal This paper reviews the formulation and development of the compressible viscous adjoint equations, and presents some examples of recent applications of design techniques based on control theory to viscous transonic wing design, and also to transonic and supersonic wing design for complex con gurations.
2 General Formulation of the Adjoint Approach to Optimal Design
Before embarking on a detailed derivation of the adjoint f o r m ulation for optimal design using the Navier{Stokes equations, it is helpful to summarize the general abstract description of the adjoint approach w h i c h has been thoroughly documented in references 7, 21] . The progress of the design procedure is measured in terms of a cost function I, which could be, for example the drag coe cient or the lift to drag ratio. For ow about an airfoil or wing, the aerodynamic properties which de ne the cost function are functions of the ow-eld variables (w) and the physical location of the boundary, which m a y be represented by the function F, s a y. T h e n I = I (w F) and a change in F results in a change I = @I T @w I w+ @I T @F II F (1) in the cost function. Here, the subscripts I and II are used to distinguish the contributions due to the variation w in the ow solution from the change associated directly with the modi cation F in the shape. This notation is introduced to assist in grouping the numerous terms that arise during the derivation of the full Navier{Stokes adjoint o perator, so that it remains feasible to recognize the basic structure of the approach a s i t i s s k etched in the present section. Using control theory, the governing equations of the ow e l d a r e i n troduced as a constraint i n s u c h a w ay that the nal expression for the gradient does not require multiple ow solutions. This corresponds to eliminating w from (1) .
Suppose that the governing equation R which e xpresses the dependence of w and F within the oweld domain D can be written as R (w F) = 0 : (4) Choosing to satisfy the adjoint equation
the rst term is eliminated, and we nd that I = G F (6) where G = @I T @F ; T @R @F : The advantage is that (6) is independent o f w, with the result that the gradient o f I with respect to an arbitrary number of design variables can be determined without the need for additional oweld evaluations. In the case that (2) is a partial di erential equation, the adjoint equation (5) is also a partial di erential equation and determination of the appropriate boundary conditions requires careful mathematical treatment.
The computational cost of a single design cycle is roughly equivalent to the cost of two o w s olutions since the the adjoint problem has similar complexity. When the number of design variables becomes large, the computational e ciency of the control theory approach o ver traditional approach, which requires direct evaluation of the gradients by individually varying each design variable and recomputing the ow eld, becomes compelling.
Once equation (3) is established, an improvement can be made with a shape change F = ; G where is positive, and small enough that the rst variation is an accurate estimate of I. T h e v ariation in the cost function then becomes I = ; G T G < 0:
After making such a modi cation, the ow e l d a n d corresponding gradient can be recalculated and the process repeated to follow a path of steepest descent until a minimum is reached. In order to avoid violating constraints, such as a minimum acceptable wing thickness, the gradient m a y be projected into an allowable subspace within which the constraints are satis ed. In this way, procedures can be devised which m ust necessarily converge at least to a local minimum.
3 The Navier-Stokes Equations
For the derivations that follow, it is convenient t o use Cartesian coordinates (x 1 ,x 2 ,x 3 ) and to adopt the convention of indicial notation where a repeated index \i" implies summation o ver i = 1 t o 3. The three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations then take the form @w @t + @f i @x i = @f vi @x i in D (7) where the state vector w, i n viscid ux vector f and viscous ux vector f v are described respectively by
In these de nitions, is the density, u 1 u 2 u 3 are the Cartesian velocity components, E is the total energy and ij is the Kronecker delta function. The pressure is determined by the equation of state p = ( ; 1) E ; 1 2 (u i u i ) and the stagnation enthalpy is given by
where is the ratio of the speci c heats. The viscous stresses may be written as ij = @u i @x j + @u j @x i + ij @u k @x k (11) where and are the rst and second coe cients of viscosity. The coe cient of thermal conductivity and the temperature are computed as
where P ris the Prandtl number, c p is the speci c heat at constant pressure, and R is the gas constant. For discussion of real applications using a discretization on a body conforming structured mesh, it is also useful to consider a transformation to the computational coordinates ( 1 , 2 , 3 ) de ned by the metrics
The Navier-Stokes equations can then be written in computational space as @ (Jw) @t + @ (F i ; F vi ) @ i = 0in D (13) where the inviscid and viscous ux contributions are now de ned with respect to the computational cell faces by F i = S ij f j and F vi = S ij f vj , a n d the quantity S ij = JK ;1 ij represents the projection of the i cell face along the x j axis. In obtaining equation (13) we h a ve made use of the property that @S ij @ i = 0 (14) which represents the fact that the sum of the face areas over a closed volume is zero, as can be readily veri ed by a direct examination of the metric terms.
4 Formulation of the Optimal Design Problem for the Navier-Stokes Equations
Aerodynamic optimization is based on the determination of the e ect of shape modi cations on some performance measure which depends on the ow. For convenience, the coordinates i describing the xed computational domain are chosen so that each boundary conforms to a constant v alue of one of these coordinates. Variations in the shape then result in corresponding variations in the mapping derivatives de ned by K ij .
Suppose that the performance is measured by a cost function
containing both boundary and eld contributions where dB and dD are the surface and volume elements in the computational domain. In general, M and P will depend on both the ow v ariables w and the metrics S de ning the computational space. In the case of a multi-point design the ow v ariables may be separately calculated for several di erent conditions of interest.
The design problem is now treated as a control problem where the boundary shape represents the control function, which i s c hosen to minimize I subject to the constraints de ned by t h e o w equations (13) . A shape change produces a variation in the ow solution w and the metrics S which in turn produce a variation in the cost function 
Here F i and F vi can also be split into contributions associated with wand S using the notation
The inviscid contributions are easily evaluated as
The details of the viscous contributions are complicated by the additional level of derivatives in the stress and heat ux terms and will be derived in Section 6. Multiplying by a co-state vector , which will play an analogous role to the Lagrange multiplier introduced in equation (4), and integrating over the domain produces
If is di erentiable this may b e i n tegrated by p a r t s to give
Since the left hand expression equals zero, it may b e subtracted from the variation in the cost function (15) to give
Now, since is an arbitrary di erentiable function, it may b e c hosen in such a w ay t h a t Ino longer depends explicitly on the variation of the state vector w. The gradient of the cost function can then be evaluated directly from the metric variations without having to recompute the variation wresulting from the perturbation of each design variable.
Comparing equations (16) and (18), the variation w may be eliminated from (21) by equating all eld terms with subscript \I" to produce a differential adjoint system governing @ T @ i F iw ; F viw ] I + P w = 0in D: (22) The corresponding adjoint boundary condition is produced by equating the subscript \I" boundary terms in equation (21) to produce n i T F iw ; F viw ] I = M w on B: (23) The remaining terms from equation (21) (24) The details of the formula for the gradient depend on the way in which the boundary shape is parameterized as a function of the design variables, and the way in which the mesh is deformed as the boundary is modi ed. Using the relationship between the mesh deformation and the surface modi cation, the eld integral is reduced to a surface integral by i n tegrating along the coordinate lines emanating from the surface. Thus the expression for I is nally reduced to the form of equation (6 The boundary conditions satis ed by the ow equations restrict the form of the left hand side of the adjoint boundary condition (23) . Consequently, the boundary contribution to the cost function M cannot be speci ed arbitrarily. Instead, it must be chosen from the class of functions which a l l o w cancellation of all terms containing w in the boundary integral of equation (21) . On the other hand, there is no such restriction on the speci cation of the eld contribution to the cost function P, since these terms may always be absorbed into the adjoint eld equation (22) as source terms.
It is convenient t o d e v elop the inviscid and viscous contributions to the adjoint equations separately. Also, for simplicity, it will be assumed that the portion of the boundary that undergoes shape modi cations is restricted to the coordinate surface 2 = 0. Then equations (21) and (23) may be simpli ed by incorporating the conditions n 1 = n 3 = 0 n 2 = 1 dB = d 1 d 3 so that only the variations F 2 and F v2 need to be considered at the wall boundary.
Derivation of the Inviscid
Adjoint T erms
The inviscid contributions have been previously derived in 12, 22] but are included here for completeness. Taking the transpose of equation (22), the inviscid adjoint equation may be written as
where the inviscid Jacobian matrices in the transformed space are given by C i = S ij @f j @w : The transformed velocity components have the form U i = S ij u j and the condition that there is no ow through the wall boundary at 2 = 0 is equivalent t o U 2 = 0 so that U 2 = 0 when the boundary shape is modi ed. Consequently the variation of the inviscid ux at the boundary reduces to
Since F 2 depends only on the pressure, it is now clear that the performance measure on the boundary M(w S) m a y only be a function of the pressure and metric terms. Otherwise, complete cancellation of the terms containing w in the boundary integral would be impossible. One may, for example, include arbitrary measures of the forces and moments in the cost function, since these are functions of the surface pressure.
In order to design a shape which will lead to a desired pressure distribution, a natural choice is to set I = where the quantity jS 2 j = p S 2j S 2j denotes the face area corresponding to a unit element of face area in the computational domain. Now, to cancel the dependence of the boundary integral on p, the adjoint boundary condition reduces to j n j = p ; p d (27) where n j are the components of the surface normal n j = S 2j jS 2 j :
This amounts to a transpiration boundary condition on the co-state variables corresponding to the momentum components. Note that it imposes no restriction on the tangential component o f at the boundary.
In the presence of shock w aves, neither p nor p d are necessarily continuous at the surface. The boundary condition is then in con ict with the assumption that is di erentiable. This di culty can be circumvented by the use of a smoothed boundary condition 22].
Derivation of the Viscous Adjoint T erms
In computational coordinates, the viscous terms in the Navier{Stokes equations have the form
Computing the variation wresulting from a shape modi cation of the boundary, i n troducing a costate vector and integrating by parts following the steps outlined by equations (17) to (20) where the shape modi cation is restricted to the coordinate surface 2 = 0 so that n 1 = n 3 = 0 , and n 2 = 1 . F urthermore, it is assumed that the boundary contributions at the far eld may either be neglected or else eliminated by a p r o p e r c hoice of boundary conditions as previously shown for the inviscid case 12, 22] . The viscous terms will be derived under the assumption that the viscosity and heat conduction coe cients and k are essentially independent of the ow, and that their variations may be neglected. This simpli cation has been successfully used for may aerodynamic problems of interest. In the case of some turbulent o ws, there is the possibility that the ow v ariations could result in signi cant changes in the turbulent viscosity, and it may t h e n be necessary to account for its variation in the calculation.
Transformation to Primitive V ariables
The derivation of the viscous adjoint terms is simpli ed by transforming to the primitive v ariables w T = ( u 1 u 2 u 3 p ) T because the viscous stresses depend on the velocity derivatives @ui @xj , while the heat ux can be ex- (22), the conservative o p e r a t o r m a y be obtained by the transformation L = M ;1 TL . Since the continuity equation contains no viscous terms, it makes no contribution to the viscous adjoint s y stem. Therefore, the derivation proceeds by r s t examining the adjoint operators arising from the momentum equations.
Contributions from the Momentum Equations
In order to make use of the summation convention, it is convenient to set j+1 = j for j = 1 2 3. Then the contribution from the momentum equations is As before, only those terms with subscript I, which contain variations of the ow v ariables, need be considered further in deriving the adjoint operator. The eld contributions that contain u i in equation (28) 
This may b e i n tegrated by parts to yield
where the boundary integral has been eliminated by noting that u i = 0 on the solid boundary. B y exchanging indices, the eld integrals may b e c o mbined to produce
which is further simpli ed by transforming the inner derivatives back to Cartesian coordinates
The boundary contributions that contain u i in equation (28) on the boundary B so that they become
Together, (29) and (30) comprise the eld and boundary contributions of the momentum equations to the viscous adjoint operator in primitive variables.
Contributions from the Energy Equation
In order to derive the contribution of the energy equation to the viscous adjoint terms it is convenient to set
where the temperature has been written in terms of pressure and density using (12) . The contribution from the energy equation can then be written as
The eld contributions that contain u i , p, a n d in equation (31) 
The term involving kj may b e i n tegrated by p a r t s to produce
where the conditions u i = u i = 0 are used to eliminate the boundary integral on B. Notice that the other term in (32) that involves u k need not be integrated by parts and is merely carried on as
The terms in expression (32) that involve pand may also be integrated by parts to produce both a eld and a boundary integral. where Q j = k @T @x j since u i = 0. Notice that for future convenience in discussing the adjoint boundary conditions resulting from the energy equation, both the w and S terms corresponding to subscript classes I and II are considered simultaneously. If the wall is adiabatic @T @n = 0 so that using (38), (S 2j Q j ) = 0 and both the w and S boundary contributions vanish.
On the other hand, if T is constant @T @ l = 0 for l = 1 3, so that
Thus, the boundary integral (40) becomes
Therefore, for constant T, the rst term corresponding to variations in the ow e l d c o n tributes to the adjoint boundary operator and the second set of terms corresponding to metric variations contribute to the cost function gradient. All together, the contributions from the energy equation to the viscous adjoint operator are the three eld terms (33) , (34) and (35) , and either of two boundary contributions ( 39) or ( 41), depending on whether the wall is adiabatic or has constant temperature.
The Viscous Adjoint Field Operator
Collecting together the contributions from the momentum and energy equations, the viscous adjoint operator in primitive v ariables can be expressed as
The conservative viscous adjoint operator may n o w be obtained by the transformation L = M ;1 TL :
Viscous Adjoint Boundary Conditions
It was recognized in Section 4 that the boundary conditions satis ed by t h e o w equations restrict the form of the performance measure that may b e chosen for the cost function. There must be a direct correspondence between the ow v ariables for which v ariations appear in the variation of the cost function, and those variables for which v ariations appear in the boundary terms arising during the derivation of the adjoint eld equations. Otherwise it would be impossible to eliminate the dependence of I on wthrough proper speci cation of the adjoint boundary condition. As in the derivation of the eld equations, it proves convenient to consider the contributions from the momentum equations and the energy equation separately.
Boundary Conditions Arising from the Momentum Equations
The boundary term that arises from the momentum equations including both the w and S components (28) Cancellation with the ow v ariation terms in equation (42) therefore mandates the adjoint boundary condition k = n k : Note that this choice of boundary condition also eliminates the rst term in equation (42) so that it need not be included in the gradient calculation.
In the inverse design case, where the cost function is intended to measure the deviation of the surface stresses from some desired target values, a suitable de nition is
where d is the desired surface stress, including the contribution of the pressure, and the coe cients a lk de ne a weighting matrix. For cancellation
This is satis ed by the boundary condition k = a lk ( l ; dl ) :
(44) Assuming arbitrary variations in k , this condition is also necessary.
In order to control the surface pressure and normal stress one can measure the di erence For cancellation of the boundary terms k (n j kj + n k p) = n l n m lm + n 2 l (p ; p d ) n k (n j kj + n k p) leading to the boundary condition k = n k ( vn + p ; p d ) :
In the case of high Reynolds number, this is well approximated by the equations k = n k (p ; p d ) (45) which should be compared with the single scalar equation derived for the inviscid boundary condition (27) . In the case of an inviscid ow, choosing
which is satis ed by equation (45), but which r e presents an overspeci cation of the boundary condition since only the single condition (27) need be speci ed to ensure cancellation.
Boundary Conditions Arising from the Energy Equation
The form of the boundary terms arising from the energy equation depends on the choice of temperature boundary condition at the wall. For the adiabatic case, the boundary contribution is (39) Z B k T @ @n dB while for the constant temperature case the boundary term is (41). One possibility i s t o i n troduce a contribution into the cost function which depends on T or @T @n so that the appropriate cancellation would occur. Since there is little physical intuition to guide the choice of such a cost function for aerodynamic design, a more natural solution is to set = 0 in the constant temperature case or @ @n = 0 in the adiabatic case. Note that in the constant temperature case, this choice of on the boundary would also eliminate the boundary metric variation terms in (40). For inverse design the lift is xed by the target pressure. In drag minimization it is also appropriate to x the lift coe cient, because the induced drag is a major fraction of the total drag, and this could be reduced simply by reducing the lift. Therefore the angle of attack is adjusted during the ow solution to force a speci ed lift coe cient t o be attained, and the in uence of variations of the angle of attack is included in the calculation of the gradient. The vortex drag also depends on the span loading, which m a y be constrained by other considerations such as structural loading or bu et onset. Consequently, the option is provided to force the span loading by adjusting the twist distribution as well as the angle of attack during the ow solution.
Discretization
Both the ow and the adjoint equations are discretized using a semi-discrete cell-centered nite volume scheme. The convective uxes across cell interfaces are represented by simple arithmetic averages of the uxes computed using values from the cells on either side of the face, augmented by articial di usive terms to prevent n umerical oscillations in the vicinity o f s h o c k w aves. Continuing to use the summation convention for repeated indices, the numerical convective ux across the interface between cells A and B in a three dimensional mesh has the form h AB = where w = w B ; w A and w + and w ; are the same di erences across the adjacent cell interfaces behind cell A and beyond cell B in the AB direction. By making the coe cient (2) depend on a switch proportional to the undivided second di erence of a ow q u a n tity such as the pressure or entropy, the di usive u x becomes a third order quantity, proportional to the cube of the mesh width in regions where the solution is smooth. Oscillations are suppressed near a shock w ave because (2) becomes of order unity, while (4) is reduced to zero by the same switch. For a scalar conservation law, it is shown in reference 26] that (2) and (4) can be constructed to make the scheme satisfy the local extremum diminishing (LED) principle that local maxima cannot increase while local minima cannot decrease.
The second option applies the same construction to local characteristic variables. There are derived from the eigenvectors of the Jacobian matrix A AB which exactly satis es the relation A AB (w B ; w A ) = S ABj ; f Bj ; f Aj :
This corresponds to the de nition of Roe 27] . The resulting scheme is LED in the characteristic variables. The third option implements the H-CUSP scheme proposed by Jameson 28 ] which c o m bines di erences f B ; f A and w B ; w A in a manner such that stationary shock w aves can be captured with a single interior point in the discrete solution. This scheme minimizes the numerical di usion as the velocity approaches zero in the boundary layer, and has therefore been preferred for viscous calculations in this work. Similar arti cial di usive terms are introduced in the discretization of the adjoint equation, but with the opposite sign because the wave directions are reversed in the adjoint equation. Satisfactory results have been obtained using scalar di usion in the adjoint equation while characteristic or H-CUSP constructions are used in the ow solution.
The discretization of the viscous terms of the Navier Stokes equations requires the evaluation of where S is the area of a face, and u i is an estimate of the average of u i over that face. In order to determine the viscous ux balance of each primary cell, the viscous ux across each of its faces is then calculated from the average of the viscous stress tensor at the four vertices connected by t h a t face. This leads to a compact scheme with a stencil connecting each cell to its 26 nearest neighbors. The semi-discrete schemes for both the ow a n d the adjoint equations are both advanced to steady state by a m ulti-stage time stepping scheme. This is a generalized Runge-Kutta scheme in which the convective and di usive terms are treated di erently to enlarge the stability region 26, 29] . Convergence to a steady state is accelerated by residual averaging and a multi-grid procedure 30]. These algorithms have been implemented both for single and multiblock meshes and for operation on parallel computers with message passing using the MPI (Message Passing Interface) protocol 8, 31, 32] .
In this work, the adjoint and ow equations are discretized separately. The alternative approach of deriving the discrete adjoint equations directly from the discrete ow equations yields another possible discretization of the adjoint partial di erential equation which is more complex. If the resulting equations were solved exactly, they could provide the exact gradient of the inexact cost function which results from the discretization of the ow equations. On the other hand, any consistent discretization of the adjoint partial di erential equation will yield the exact gradient a s t h e m e s h is re ned, and separate discretization has proved to work perfectly well in practice. It should also be noted that the discrete gradient includes both mesh e ects and numerical errors such as spurious entropy production which m a y not re ect the true cost function of the continuous problem.
Mesh Generation and Geometry Control
Meshes for both viscous optimization and for the treatment of complex con gurations are externally generated in order to allow for their inspection and careful quality c o n trol. Single block meshes with a C-H topology have been used for viscous optimization of wing-body combinations, while multiblock meshes have been generated for complex con gurations using GRIDGEN 33] . In either case geometry modi cations are accommodated by a grid perturbation scheme. For viscous wing-body design using single block meshes, the wing surface mesh points themselves are taken as the design variables. A simple mesh perturbation scheme is then used, in which the mesh points lying on a mesh line projecting out from the wing surface are all shifted in the same sense as the surface mesh point, with a decay factor proportional to the arc length along the mesh line. The resulting perturbation in the face areas of the neighboring cells are then included in the gradient calculation. For complex con gurations the geometry is controlled by superposition of analytic \bump" functions de ned over the surfaces which are to be modi ed. The grid is then perturbed to conform to modi cations of the surface shape by the WARP3D and WARP-MB algorithms described in 31].
Optimization
Two main search procedures have been used in our applications to date. The rst is a simple descent method in which small steps are taken in the nega- The stability region for the simple forward Euler stepping scheme is a unit circle centered at ;1 o n the negative real axis. Thus for stability w e m ust choose max t = max < 2 while the asymptotic decay rate, given by the smallest eigenvalue, is proportional to e ; mint : In order to make sure that each new shape in the optimization sequence remains smooth, it proves essential to smooth the gradient and to replace G by its smoothed value G in the descent process. This also acts as a preconditioner which allows the use of much larger steps. To apply smoothing in the 1 direction, for example, the smoothed gradient G ma be calculated from a discrete approximation to
where is the smoothing parameter. If one sets F = ; G, then, assuming the modi cation is applied on the surface 2 = constant, the rst order change in the cost function is
< 0 assuring an improvement i f is su ciently small and positive, unless the process has already reached a stationary point at which G = 0 .
It turns out that this approach is tolerant t o the use of approximate values of the gradient, so that neither the ow solution nor the adjoint s o l ution need be fully converged before making a shape change. This results in very large savings in the computational cost. For inviscid optimization it is necessary to use only 15 multigrid cycles for the ow solution and the adjoint solution in each d esign iteration. For viscous optimization, about 100 multigrid cycles are needed. This is partly because convergence of the lift coe cient i s m uch slower, so about 20 iterations must be made before each a djustment of the angle of attack to force the target lift coe cient.
Our second main search procedure incorporates a quasi-Newton method for general constrained optimization. In this class of methods the step is dened as F = ; PG where P is a preconditioner for the search. An ideal choice is P = A ;1 , so that the corresponding time dependent process reduces to dF dt = ;F for which all the eigenvalues are equal to unity, a n d F is reduced to zero in one time step by the choice t = 1 if the Hessian, A, is constant. The full Newton method takes P = A ;1 , requiring the evaluation of the Hessian matrix, A, a t e a c h step. It corresponds to the use of the Newton-Raphson method to solve the non-linear equation G = 0 . QuasiNewton methods estimate A from the change in the gradient during the search process. This requires accurate estimates of the gradient a t e a c h time step. In order to obtain these, both the ow solution and the adjoint equation must be fully converged. Most quasi-Newton methods also require a line search i n e a c h s e a r c h direction, for which the ow equations and cost function must be accurately evaluated several times. They have p r o ven quite robust for aerodynamic optimization 34].
In the applications to complex con gurations presented below the optimization was carried out using the existing, well validated software NPSOL. This software, which implements a quasi-Newton method for optimization with both linear and nonlinear constraints, has proved very reliable but is generally more expensive than the simple search method with smoothing.
Industrial Experience and Results
The methods described in this paper have b e e n quite thoroughly tested in industrial applications in which t h e y w ere used as a tool for aerodynamic design. They have proved useful both in inverse mode to nd shapes that would produce desired pressure distributions, and for direct minimization of the drag. They have been applied both to well understood con gurations that have gradually evolved through incremental improvements guided by wind tunnel tests and computational simulation, and to new concepts for which there is a limited knowledge base. In either case they have enabled engineers to produce improved designs. Substantial improvements are usually obtained with 20 ; 200 design cycles, depending on the difculty of the case. One concern is the possibility of getting trapped in a local minimum. In practice this has not proved to be a source of di culty. In inverse mode, it often proves possible to come very close to realizing the target pressure distribution, thus e ectively demonstrating convergence. In drag minimization, the result of the optimization is usually a shock-free wing. If one considers drag minimization of airfoils in two-dimensional inviscid transonic ow, it can be seen that every shock-free airfoil produces zero drag, and thus optimization based solely on drag has a highly non-unique solution. Di erent s h o c k-free airfoils can be obtained by starting from di erent initial pro les. One may also in uence the character of the nal design by blending a target pressure distribution with the drag in the de nition of the cost function. Similar considerations apply to three-dimensional wing design in viscous transonic ow. Since the vortex drag can be reduced simply by reducing the lift, the lift coe cient m ust be xed for a meaningful drag minimization. A typical wing of a transport aircraft is designed for a lift coe cient in the range of 0:4 t o 0 :6. The total wing drag may be broken down into vortex drag, drag due to viscous e ects, and shock drag. The vortex drag coe cient i s t ypically in the range of 0:0100 (100 counts), while the friction drag coe cient is in the range of 45 counts, and the shock drag at a Mach n umber just before the onset of severe drag rise is of the order of 15 counts. With a xed span, typically dictated by structural limits or a constraint imposed by airport gates, the vortex drag is entirely a function of span loading, and is minimized by an elliptic loading unless winglets are added. Transport aircraft usually have h i g h l y tapered wings with very large root chords to accommodate retraction of the undercarriage. An elliptic loading may lead to excessively large section lift coe cients on the outboard wing, leading to premature shock stall or bu et when the load is increased. The structure weight is also reduced by a more inboard loading which reduces the root bending moment. Thus the choice of span loading is in uenced by other considerations. The skin friction of transport aircraft is typically very close to at plate skin friction in turbulent o w, and is very insensitive to section variations. An exception to this is the case of smaller executive jet aircraft, for which the Reynolds number may be small enough to allow a signi cant run of laminar ow if the suction peak of the pressure distribution is moved back on the section. This leaves the shock drag as the primary target for wing section optimization. This is reduced to zero if the wing is shock-free, leaving no room for further improvement. Thus the attainment of a shock-free ow is a demonstration of a successful drag minimization. In practice range is maximized by maximizing M L D , and this is likely to be increased by increasing the lift coe cient to the point where a weak shock appears. One may also use optimization to nd the maximum Mach n umber at which the shock drag can be eliminated or signi cantly reduced for a wing with a given sweepback angle and thickness. Alternatively one may try to nd the largest wing thickness or the minimum sweepback angle for which the shock d r a g c a n be eliminated at a given Mach n umber. This can yield both savings in structure weight and increased fuel volume . If there is no xed limit for the wing span, such as a gate constraint, increased thickness can be used to allow an increase in aspect ratio for a wing of equal weight, in turn leading to a reduction in vortex drag. Since the vortex drag is usually the largest component of the total wing drag, this is probably the most e ective design strategy, a n d it may p a y to increase the wing thickness to the point where the optimized section produces a weak shock w ave rather than a shock-free ow 22].
The rst major industrial application of an adjoint based aerodynamic optimization method was the wing design of the Beech Premier 35] i n 1 9 9 5 . The method was successfully used in inverse mode as a tool to obtain pressure distributions favorable to the maintenance of natural laminar ow o ver a range of cruise Mach n umbers. Wing contours were obtained which yielded the desired pressure distribution in the presence of closely coupled engine nacelles on the fuselage above the wing trailing edge.
During 1996 some preliminary studies indicated that the wings of both the McDonnell Douglas MD-11 and the Boeing 747-200 could be made shockfree in a representative cruise condition by using very small shape modi cations, with consequent drag savings which could amount to several percent of the total drag. This led to a decision to evaluate adjoint-based design methods in the design of the McDonnell Douglas MDXX during the summer and fall of 1996. In initial studies wing redesigns were carried out for inviscid transonic ow modelled by the Euler equations. A redesign to minimize the drag at a speci ed lift and Mach n umber required about 40 design cycles, which could be completed overnight o n a w orkstation.
Three main lessons were drawn from these initial studies: (i) the fuselage e ect is to large to be ignored and must be included in the optimization, (ii) single-point designs could be too sensitive to small variations in the ight condition, typically producing a shock-free ow at the design point with a tendency to break up into a severe double shock pattern below the design point, and (iii) the shape changes necessary to optimize a wing in transonic ow are smaller than the boundary layer displacement t h i c kness, with the consequence that viscous e ects must be included in the nal design.
In order to meet the rst two of these considerations, the second phase of the study was concentrated on the optimization of wing-body combinations with multiple design points. These were still performed with inviscid ow to reduce computational cost and allow for fast turnaround. It was found that comparatively insensitive designs could be obtained by m i n i m izing the drag at a xed Mach n umber for three fairly closely spaced lift coe cients such a s 0 :5, 0:525, and 0:55, or alternatively three nearby Mach n umbers with a xed lift coe cient.
The third phase of the project was focused on the design with viscous e ects using as a starting point wings which resulted from multipoint i n viscid optimization. While the full viscous adjoint method was still under development, it was found that useful improvements could be realized, particularly in inverse mode, using the inviscid result to provide the target pressure, by coupling an inviscid adjoint solver to a viscous ow solver. Computer costs are many times larger, both because ner meshes are needed to resolve the boundary layer, and because more iterations are needed in the ow and adjoint solutions. In order to force the speci ed lift coecient the number of iterations in each o w solution had to be increased from 15 to 100. To a c hieve overnight turnaround a fully parallel implementation of the softwa r e h a d t o b e d e v eloped. Finally it was found that in order to produce su ciently accurate results, the number of mesh points had to be increased to about 1:8 million. In the nal phase of this project it was planned to carry out a propulsion integration study using the multiblock versions of the software. This study was not completed due to the cancellation of the entire MDXX project.
During the summer of 1997, adjoint methods were again used to assist the McDonnell Douglas Blended Wing-Body project. By this time the viscous adjoint method was well developed, and it was found that it was needed to achieve truly smooth shock-free solutions. With an inviscid adjoint solver coupled to a viscous ow solver some improvements could be made, but the shocks could not be entirely eliminated.
The next subsection shows a wing design using the full viscous adjoint method in its current f o r m , implemented in the computer program SYN107. The remaining subsections present results of optimizations for complete con gurations in inviscid transonic and supersonic ow u s i n g t h e m ultiblock parallel design program, SYN107-MB.
Transonic Viscous Wing-Body Design
A t ypical result of drag minimization in transonic viscous ow is presented below. This calculation is a redesign of a wing using the viscous adjoint optimization method with a Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model. The initial wing is similar to one produced during the MDXX design studies. Figures 2-4 show the result of the wing-body redesign on a C-H mesh with 288 96 64 cells. The wing has sweep back of about 38 degrees at the 1/4 chord. A total of 44 iterations of the viscous optimization procedure resulted in a shock-free wing at a cruise design point of Mach 0 :86, with a lift coefcient o f 0 :61 for the wing-body combination at a Reynolds number of 101 million based on the root chord. Using 48 processors of an SGI Origin2000 parallel computer, each design iteration takes about 22 minutes so that overnight turnaround for such a calculation is possible. Figure 2 compares the pressure distribution of the nal design with that of the initial wing. The nal wing is quite thick, with a thickness to chord ratio of about 14 percent at the root and 9 percent at the tip. The optimization was performed with a constraint that the section modi cations were not allowed to decrease the thickness anywhere. The design o ers excellent performance at the nominal cruise point. A drag reduction of 2:2 counts was achieved from the initial wing which had itself been derived by i n viscid optimization. Figures 3 and 4 show the results of a Mach n umber sweep to determine the drag rise. The drag coe cients shown in the gures represent the total wing drag including shock, vortex, and skin friction contributions. It can be seen that a double shock pattern forms below the design point, while there is actually a slight increase in the drag coe cient at Mach 0 :85. The tendency to produce double shocks below the design point i s t ypical of supercritical wings. This wing has a low d r a g c oe cient, however, over a wide range of conditions. Above the design point a single shock forms and strengthens as the Mach n umber increases, a behavior typical in transonic ow.
Transonic Multipoint Constrained Aircraft Design
As a rst example of the automatic design capability for complex con gurations, a typical business jet con guration is chosen for a multipoint drag minimization run. The objective of the design is to alter the geometry of the wing in order to minimize the con guration inviscid drag at three different ight conditions simultaneously. Realistic geometric spar thickness constraints are enforced. The geometry chosen for this analysis is a full conguration business jet composed of wing, fuselage, pylon, nacelle, and empennage. The inviscid multiblock mesh around this con guration follows a general C-O topology with special blocking to capture the geometric details of the nacelles, pylons and empennage. A total of 240 point-to-point matched blocks with 4 157 440 cells (including halos) are used to grid the complete con guration. This mesh allows the use of 4 multigrid levels obtained through recursive coarsening of the initial ne mesh. The upstream, downstream, upper and lower far eld boundaries are located at an approximate distance of 15 wing semispans, while the far eld boundary beyond the wing tip is located at a distance approximately equal to 5 semispans. An engineeringaccuracy solution (with a decrease of 4 orders of magnitude in the average density residual) can be obtained in 100 multigrid cycles. This kind of solution can be routinely accomplished in under 20 minutes of wall clock time using 32 processors of an SGI Origin2000 computer.
The initial con guration was designed for Mach = 0 :8 a n d C L = 0.3. The three operating points chosen for this design are Mach = 0 :81 with C L = 0.35, Mach = 0 :82 with C L = 0.30, and Mach = 0 :83 with C L = 0.25. For each of the design points, both Mach n umber and lift coe cient a r e held xed. In order to demonstrate the advantage of a multipoint design approach, the nal solution at the middle design point will be compared with a single point design at the same conditions. As the geometry of the wing is modi ed, the design algorithm computes new wing-fuselage intersections. The wing component i s m a d e u p o f s i x airfoil de ning sections. Eighteen Hicks-Henne design variables are applied to ve of these sections for a total of 90 design variables. The sixth section at the symmetry plane is not modi ed. Spar thickness constraints were also enforced on each de ning station at the x=c = 0 :2 a n d x=c = 0 :8 locations. Maximum thickness was forced to be preserved at x=c = 0 :4 for all six de ning sections. To e n s u r e a n adequate included angle at the trailing edge, each section was also constrained to preserve thickness at x=c = 0 :95. Finally, to preserve leading edge bluntness, the upper surface of each section was forced to maintain its height a b o ve the camber line at x=c = 0 :02. Combined, a total of 30 linear geometric constraints were imposed on the con guration.
Figures 5 { 7 show the initial and nal airfoil geometries and C p distributions after 5 NPSOL design iterations. It is evident that the new design has signi cantly reduced the shock strengths on both upper and lower wing surfaces at all design points. The transitions between design points are also quite smooth. For comparison purposes, a single point drag minimization study (Mach = 0 :81 and C L = 0 :25) is carried out starting from the same initial con guration and using the same design variables and geometric constraints.
Figures 8 { 10 show comparisons of the solutions from the three-point design with those of the single point design. Interestingly, the upper surface shapes for both nal designs are very similar. However, in the case of the single point design, a strong lower surface shock appears at the Mach = 0 :83, C L = 0.25 design point. The three-point design is able to suppress the formation of this lower surface shock and achieves a 9 count drag bene t over the single point design at this condition. However, it has a 1 count penalty at the single point design condition. The three-point design features a weak single shock for one of the three design points and a v ery weak double shock at another design point. Table 1 summarizes the drag results for the two d esigns. The C D values have been normalized by the drag of the initial con guration at the second design point. Figure 11 shows the surface of the con guration colored by the local coe cient of pressure, C p , before and after redesign for the middle design point. One can clearly observe that the strength of the shock w ave on the upper surface of the con guration has been considerably reduced.
Finally, Figure 12 shows the parallel scalability of the multiblock design method for the mesh in question using up to 32 processors of an SGI Origin2000 parallel computer. Despite the fact that the multigrid technique is used in both the ow a n d adjoint s o l v ers, the demonstrated parallel speedups are outstanding.
Supersonic Constrained Aircraft Design
For supersonic design, provided that turbulent o w is assumed over the entire con guration, the inviscid Euler equations su ce for aerodynamic design since the pressure drag is not greatly a ected by the inclusion of viscous e ects. Moreover, at plate skin friction estimates of viscous drag are often very good approximations. In this study, the generic supersonic transport con guration used in reference 36] is revisited.
The baseline supersonic transport con guration was sized to accommodate 300 passengers with a gross take-o weight o f 7 5 0 000 lbs. The supersonic cruise point i s M a c h 2 :2 with a C L of 0:105. Figure 13 shows that the planform is a crankeddelta con guration with a break in the leading edge sweep. The inboard leading edge sweep is 68:5 d egrees while the outboard is 49:5 degrees. Since the Mach a n g l e a t M = 2 :2 is 63 degrees it is clear that some leading edge bluntness may be used inboard without a signi cant w ave drag penalty. Blunt leading edge airfoils were created with thickness ranging from 4% at the root to 2:5% at the leading edge break point. These symmetric airfoils were chosen to accommodate thick spars at roughly the 5% and 80% chord locations ove r t h e s p a n u p t o the leading edge break. Outboard of the leading edge break where the wing sweep is ahead of the Mach cone, a sharp leading edge was used to avoid unnecessary wave drag. The airfoils were chosen to be symmetric, biconvex shapes modi ed to have a region of constant thickness over the mid-chord. The four-engine con guration features axisymmetric nacelles tucked close to the wing lower surface. This layout favors reduced wave d r a g b y m i n i m izing the exposed boundary layer diverter area. However, in practice it may be problematic because of the channel ows occurring in the juncture region of the diverter, wing, and nacelle at the wing trailing edge.
The computational mesh on which the design is run has 180 blocks and 1 500 000 mesh cells (including halos), while the underlying geometry entities de ne the wing with 16 sectional cuts and the body with 200 sectional cuts. In this case, where we hope to optimize the shape of the wing, care must be taken to ensure that the nacelles remain properly attached with diverter heights being maintained.
The objective of the design is to reduce the total drag of the con guration at a single design point (Mach = 2 :2, C L = 0.105) by modifying the wing shape. Just as in the transonic case, 18 design variables of the Hicks-Henne type are chosen for each wing de ning section. Similarly, instead of applying them to all 16 sections, they are applied to 8 of the sections and then lofted linearly to the neighboring sections. Spar thickness constraints are imposed for all wing de ning sections at x=c = 0 :05 and x=c = 0 :8. An additional maximum thickness constraint is speci ed along the span at x=c = 0 :5. A nal thickness constraint is enforced at x=c = 0 :95 to ensure a reasonable trailing edge included angle. An iso-C p representation of the initial and nal designs is depicted in Figure 13 for both the upper and lower surfaces.
It is noted that the strong oblique shock evident near the leading edge of the upper surface on the initial con guration is largely eliminated in thenal design after 5 NPSOL design iterations. Also, it is seen that the upper surface pressure distribution in the vicinity of the nacelles has formed an unexpected pattern. However, recalling that thickness constraints abound in this design, these upper surface pressure patterns are assumed to be the result of sculpting of the lower surface near the nacelles which a ects the upper surface shape via the thickness constraints. For the lower surface, the leading edge has developed a suction region while the shocks and expansions around the nacelles have been somewhat reduced. Figure 14 shows the pressure coe cients and (scaled) airfoil sections for four sectional cuts along the wing. These cuts further demonstrate the removal of the oblique shock on the upper surface and the addition of a suction region on the leading edge of the lower surface. The airfoil sections have been scaled by a factor of 2 so that shape changes may be seen more easily. Most notably, the section at 38:7% span has had the lower surface drastically modi ed such that a large region of the aft airfoil has a forwardfacing portion near where the pressure spike f r o m the nacelle shock impinges on the surface. Thenal overall pressure drag was reduced by 8%, from C D = 0 :0088 to C D = 0 :0081.
Conclusions
We h a ve developed a three-dimensional control theory based design method for the Navier Stokes equations and applied it successfully to the design of wings in transonic ow. The method represents an extension of our previous work on design with the potential ow and Euler equations. The new method combines the versatility o f n umerical optimization methods with the e ciency of inverse design. The geometry is modi ed by a grid perturbation technique which is applicable to arbitrary con gurations. Both the wing-body and multiblock version of the design algorithms have been implemented in parallel using the MPI (Message Passing Interface) Standard, and they both yield excellent parallel speedups. The combination of computational e ciency with geometric exibility p r o vides a p o werful tool, with the nal goal being to create practical aerodynamic shape design methods for complete aircraft con gurations. 
